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Abstract. In this paper the problem \(-\text{div}(a(x,y)\nabla u) = f\) with Dirichlet boundary conditions on a square is solved iteratively with high accuracy for \(u\) and \(\nabla u\) using a new scheme called “hermitian box-scheme”. The design of the scheme is based on a “hermitian box”, combining the approximation of the gradient by the fourth order hermitian derivative, with a conservative discrete formulation on boxes of length \(2h\). The iterative technique is based on the repeated solution by a fast direct method of a discrete Poisson equation on a uniform rectangular mesh. The problem is suitably scaled before iteration. The numerical results obtained show the efficiency of the numerical scheme. This work is the extension to strongly elliptic problems of the hermitian box-scheme presented by Abbas and Croisille (J. Sci. Comput., 49 (2011), pp. 239–267).
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1 Introduction

Many references like Collatz [1], Forsythe and Wasow [2], Mitchell and Griffiths [3] and Iserles [4] treat the numerical resolution of partial differential equations as an educative building block in Applied Mathematics and Scientific Computing. For recent works, we refer to [5–11]. Beyond the design of specific numerical schemes which deals with accuracy and stability, the need of an efficient fast solver is a crucial issue to perform practical computations. The use of such solvers in canonical geometries remains at the heart of many computing codes in physics. Examples are among others fluid dymanics (compressible or incompressible Navier-Stokes equations), [12–14], the Helmholtz equation [15], computations in astrophysics, [16] or in geophysics, [17]. The scheme referred
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as hermitian box-scheme was first introduced in [18]. It combines a finite volume “box” approach with a hermitian computation of the derivative. The practical resolution is performed by a direct resolution algorithm using the Sherman-Morrison formula based on the Fast Fourier Transform following previous works like [19], or [20] in a different context. This approach proves to be very efficient from the computing point of view. In [21] theoretical and numerical studies of the hermitian box-schemes using finite element methods is given. The main properties of the hermitian box-schemes compared to other methods like finite element method are the fourth order accuracy for $u$ and $\nabla u$ on regular problems, very good capability to handle sharp contrast in the diffusion coefficients and a great flexibility in the design permitted by the variation of the quadrature rule for the gradient. In [22], a new hermitian box-scheme in one dimension (called HB-scheme) is introduced and analysed with approximations of order 1 of the derivatives on the boundary. This scheme is applied to solve regular elliptic problems and elliptic problems with high contrast in ellipticity. The rate of convergence varies between 1 and 2.5 according to the regularity of the problem. In [23], we have introduced a new fourth order compact scheme on a cartesian grid for the Poisson problem in a square, whose design is based on the preliminary work [22]. As the approximations of the derivatives on the boundary is raised to order three (instead of order 1 in [22]), the HB-scheme appears numerically to be fourth order accurate for $u$ and $\nabla u$.

We have also introduced a fast solver (called HB-solver) based on the Sherman-Morrisson formula and Fast Fourier Transform. It is proved that HB-solver is of complexity $O(N^2\log_2(N))$, where $N$ is the number of collocation points.

Our motivation is to use the HB-scheme and the HB-solver to solve more complicated problems. The problems that are considered are nonseparable elliptic problems in the form

$$\begin{aligned}
-\text{div}(a(x,y)\nabla u) &= f & \text{on } \Omega = (a,b)^2, \\
u &= g & \text{on } \bar{\Omega},
\end{aligned}$$

(1.1)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give the notations and we describe the principles of the scheme on the 2D Poisson problem, then we extend this scheme to nonseparable elliptic problem (1.1). In Section 3, we present in details the basis of Concus-Golub’s algorithm and the iterative procedure combined with the fast Poisson solver of [23]. In Section 4, we focus on numerical tests in 2D. We observe a remarkable superconvergence of the solution and its gradient for regular problems.

2 Principle of the Hermitian box-scheme in two dimensions

This section is devoted to the principle of the hermitian box-scheme (HB-Scheme) in two dimensions. We start by summarizing the finite difference and matrix notations, then we recall the matrix form of the HB-scheme for the Poisson problem in two dimensions [23] and we give the matrix form for nonseparable elliptic problems.
2.1 Finite difference operators and matrix notation

We lay out on \( \Omega = (a,b)^2 \) a regular grid

\[ x_i = a + ih, \quad y_j = a + jh, \quad 0 \leq i,j \leq N, \quad (2.1) \]

with step size \( h = (b-a)/N \). The unknowns are located at discrete points \((x_i,y_j)\), \( 0 \leq i,j \leq N \). The interior points are \((x_i,y_j)\), \( 1 \leq i,j \leq N-1 \), and the boundary points are \((x_i,y_j)\) with \( i,j \in \{0,N\} \).

- **Laplacian.**
  
  The two-dimensional Laplacian is
  \[ \frac{\delta^2 u_{i,j}}{h^2} = \frac{u_{i+1,j} + u_{i-1,j} - 2u_{i,j}}{h^2}, \quad 1 \leq i \leq N-1, \quad 0 \leq j \leq N. \quad (2.2) \]
  
  The Laplacian matrix \( T \in \mathbb{M}_{N-1}(\mathbb{R}) \) is
  \[ T = \begin{bmatrix} 2 & -1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\ -1 & 2 & -1 & \ldots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ldots & \vdots \\ 0 & \ldots & -1 & 2 & -1 \\ 0 & \ldots & 0 & -1 & 2 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (2.3) \]

- **Simpson operator.**
  
  The Simpson finite-difference operator \( \sigma_x \) is
  \[ \sigma_x u_{i,j} = \frac{1}{3} u_{i-1,j} + \frac{2}{3} u_{i,j} + \frac{1}{6} u_{i+1,j}, \quad 1 \leq i \leq N-1, \quad 0 \leq j \leq N. \quad (2.4) \]
  
  Its matching matrix \( P_s \in \mathbb{M}_{N-1}(\mathbb{R}) \) is
  \[ P_s = I - T/6, \quad (2.5) \]
  where \( I \) is the identity matrix of order \( N-1 \).

- **Centered difference operator.**
  
  The centered operator \( \delta_x \) is
  \[ \delta_x u_{i,j} = \frac{u_{i+1,j} - u_{i-1,j}}{2h}, \quad 1 \leq i \leq N-1, \quad 0 \leq j \leq N. \quad (2.6) \]
  
  The matching matrix is the antisymmetric matrix \( K \in \mathbb{M}_{N-1}(\mathbb{R}) \) given by
  \[ K = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 \\ -1 & 0 & 1 & \ldots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ldots & \vdots \\ 0 & \ldots & -1 & 0 & 1 \\ 0 & \ldots & 0 & -1 & 0 \end{bmatrix}. \]
Similarly we define $\delta_y, \delta_y^2, \sigma_y$. These operators are defined at boundary points by 0. For example,

$$\sigma_x u_{0,j} = \delta_y u_{i,N} = 0, \quad 0 \leq i,j \leq N. \quad (2.8)$$

- Denoting $(e_i)_{1 \leq i \leq N-1}$ the canonical basis of $\mathbb{R}^{N-1}$, the matrices $F_1, F_2 \in \mathbb{M}_{N-1}(\mathbb{R})$ are defined by

$$\begin{cases}
F_1 = e_1 e_1^T + e_{N-1} e_{N-1}^T, \\
F_2 = -e_1 e_1^T + e_{N-1} e_{N-1}^T.
\end{cases} \quad (2.9)$$

- Approximating the derivatives on the boundary points yield to the following matrices

$$\begin{cases}
A = -2F_2 + \frac{1}{2}(e_1 e_1^T - e_{N-1} e_{N-1}^T), \\
B = 2F_1, \\
C = \frac{5}{2}F_2.
\end{cases} \quad (2.10)$$

### 2.2 Hermitian box-scheme for the Poisson problem in a square

Consider the Poisson problem on $\Omega = (a,b)^2$,

$$\begin{cases}
-\Delta u = f & \text{on } \Omega, \\
u = g & \text{on } \partial \Omega.
\end{cases} \quad (2.11)$$

We introduce the two variables $v^1 = \partial_x u, v^2 = \partial_y u$. The mixed form of the problem (2.11) is

$$\begin{cases}
-\partial_x v^1 - \partial_y v^2 = f & \text{on } \Omega, \\
v^1 - \partial_x u = 0 & \text{on } \bar{\Omega}, \\
v^2 - \partial_y u = 0 & \text{on } \bar{\Omega}, \\
u = g & \text{on } \partial \Omega.
\end{cases} \quad (2.12)$$

The domain $\Omega$ is discretized by (2.1). At each point of the grid are attached three unknowns, one for the function $u_{i,j} \simeq u(x_i, y_j)$ and two for the gradient, $u_{x,i,j} \simeq \partial_x u(x_i, y_j)$, $u_{y,i,j} \simeq \partial_y u(x_i, y_j)$. Then we have the unknowns $u = (u_{i,j}), u_x = (u_{x,i,j}), u_y = (u_{y,i,j})$. We call $l_h^2$ the space of grid functions $v = (v_{i,j})_{0 \leq i,j \leq N}$. The square cells $k_{i,j}$ centered at $(x_i, y_j)$ with length $2h$ are

$$k_{i,j} = [x_i-h, x_i+h] \times [y_j-h, y_j+h], \quad \forall 1 \leq i,j \leq N-1. \quad (2.13)$$

In addition, we define the operator $\text{vec}_2$ from $l_h^2$ into $\mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2}$ by

$$\text{vec}_2(v) = \sum_{i,j=1}^{N-1} (e_i \otimes e_j) v_{i,j}, \quad (2.14)$$
where $\otimes$ denotes the Kroneckerian product. For a summary and basic properties of the Kronecker product of matrices, we refer to [24]. For recent applications in fast computing in high dimensions [25, 26].

Actually, the operator $\text{vec}_2$ maps a matrix of order $N+1$ into a vector of order $(N-1)^2$ using the lexical order on $i$ and $j$ for the interior entries of the matrix. In the sequel, the small letters denote grid functions and big letters denote vectors in $\mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2}$.

Therefore, the three discrete unknowns at internal points are

$$U = \text{vec}_2(u), \quad U_x = \text{vec}_2(u_x), \quad U_y = \text{vec}_2(u_y).$$

(2.15)

For example, for $N=3$ we have $u = (u_{i,j})_{0 \leq i,j \leq 3}$ and $U = \text{vec}_2(u) = [u_{11}, u_{12}, u_{21}, u_{22}]^T$.

Here we denote by $U_L, U_R \in \mathbb{R}^{N-1}$ the left and right Dirichlet boundary data at $x=a$ and $x=b$ respectively. Similarly, $U_B, U_T \in \mathbb{R}^{N-1}$ are the Bottom and Top Dirichlet data at $y=a$ and $y=b$ respectively,

$$\begin{aligned}
U_L &= [u_{0,1}, \ldots, u_{0,N-1}]^T, & U_R &= [u_{N,1}, \ldots, u_{N,N-1}]^T, \\
U_B &= [u_{1,0}, \ldots, u_{N-1,0}]^T, & U_T &= [u_{1,N}, \ldots, u_{N-1,N}]^T.
\end{aligned}$$

(2.16)

The boundary gradient vectors in $\mathbb{R}^{N-1}$ are denoted by $(U_{x,L}, U_{y,L})$, $(U_{x,R}, U_{y,R})$, $(U_{x,T}, U_{y,T})$, and $(U_{x,B}, U_{y,B})$. For example, the derivative vector with respect to $x$ on the left side of $\Omega$ is

$$U_{x,L} = [u_{x,0,1}, u_{x,0,2}, \ldots, u_{x,0,N-2}, u_{x,0,N-1}]^T.$$  

(2.17)

We denote the four corner values $u_{0,0}$, $u_{0,N}$, $u_{N,0}$, $u_{N,N}$ by

$$U_{LB} = u_{0,0}, \quad U_{LT} = u_{0,N}, \quad U_{RB} = u_{N,0}, \quad U_{RT} = u_{N,N}.$$  

(2.18)
Similar notations are used for the derivatives, for example:

\[(U_{x, LB}, U_{y, LB}) = (u_{x, 0, 0}, u_{y, 0, 0}).\]  

(2.19)

It has been proved in [23] that the algebraic structure of the HB-scheme can be interpreted in a simple way using Kronecker matrix algebra. In many situations one can take advantage of that structure to develop fast resolution procedures. The HB-scheme for the Poisson problem (2.11) has the following algebraic form: Find \(U \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2}\) solution of

\[
\frac{1}{h^2}(H \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes H)U = F - G_x - G_y.
\]  

(2.20)

The two vectors \(G_x \) and \(G_y \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2}\) are calculated in terms of Dirichlet boundary conditions:

\[
G_x = \frac{1}{h^2} (G \otimes P_s)(e_1 \otimes U_L + e_{N-1} \otimes U_R)
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{6h^2} (H U_B + G(e_1 U_{LB} + e_{N-1} U_{RB})) \otimes e_1
\]

(2.21)

\[
+ \frac{1}{6h^2} (H U_T + G(e_1 U_{LT} + e_{N-1} U_{RT})) \otimes e_{N-1}.
\]

and

\[
G_y = \frac{1}{h^2} (P_s \otimes G)(U_B \otimes e_1 + U_T \otimes e_{N-1})
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{6h^2} e_1 \otimes (H U_L + G(e_1 U_{LB} + e_{N-1} U_{LT}))
\]

(2.22)

\[
+ \frac{1}{6h^2} e_{N-1} \otimes (H U_R + G(e_1 U_{RB} + e_{N-1} U_{RT})),
\]

where the matrices \(H\) and \(G\) are given by

\[
H = -\frac{1}{4} (K - F_2 B) \left( P_s - \frac{1}{6} B \right)^{-1} \left( K - \frac{1}{3} A \right) - \frac{1}{2} F_2 A,
\]

(2.23)

\[
G = -\frac{1}{4} (K - F_2 B) \left( P_s - \frac{1}{6} B \right)^{-1} \left( F_2 - \frac{3}{2} C \right) - \frac{1}{2} F_2 C.
\]

The vector \(F = \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0 f_{i,j}) \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2}\) is the second member vector with

\[
\Pi^0 f_{i,j} = \frac{1}{4h^2} \int_{y_{j-1}}^{y_{j+1}} \int_{x_{i-1}}^{x_{i+1}} f(x,y)dxdy.
\]  

(2.24)

In practice \(\Pi^0 f_{i,j}\) is approximated using the fourth-order Simpson formula

\[
\Pi^0 f_{i,j} \approx \frac{1}{36} f_{i-1,j-1} + \frac{2}{18} f_{i-1,j} + \frac{1}{36} f_{i-1,j+1}
\]

\[
+ \frac{2}{18} f_{i,j-1} + \frac{4}{9} f_{i,j} + \frac{2}{18} f_{i,j+1}
\]

(2.25)

\[
+ \frac{1}{36} f_{i+1,j-1} + \frac{2}{18} f_{i+1,j} + \frac{1}{36} f_{i+1,j+1}.
\]
In addition, we have proved that the derivatives vectors \( U_x, U_y \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2} \) are expressed in terms of the solution vector \( U \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2} \) and the boundary data by

\[
\begin{align*}
U_x &= \frac{1}{h}((D \otimes I)U + (E \otimes I)(e_1 \otimes U_L + e_{N-1} \otimes U_R)), \\
U_y &= \frac{1}{h}((I \otimes D)U + (I \otimes E)(U_B \otimes e_1 + U_T \otimes e_{N-1})),
\end{align*}
\]

where the matrices \( D, E \) are

\[
\begin{align*}
D &= \frac{1}{2}(P_s - \frac{1}{6}B)^{-1} \left( K - \frac{1}{3}A \right), \\
E &= \frac{1}{2}(P_s - \frac{1}{6}B)^{-1} \left( F_2 - \frac{1}{3}C \right).
\end{align*}
\]

### 2.3 Hermitian box-scheme for nonseparable elliptic problems

In fact, the idea of Concus and Golub [27] transforms the operator \(-\text{div}(a(x,y)\nabla u)\) into one whose differentiable part is \(-\Delta\):

\[
\begin{align*}
(-\Delta + p)w &= q \quad \text{on} \quad \Omega, \\
w &= a^{1/2}g \quad \text{on} \quad \partial \Omega.
\end{align*}
\]

We introduce the two variables \( v^1 = \partial_x w \) and \( v^2 = \partial_y w \) then the mixed form of the problem (3.9) is

\[
\begin{align*}
-\partial_x v^1 - \partial_y v^2 + pw &= q \quad \text{on} \quad \Omega, \\
v^1 - \partial_x w &= 0 \quad \text{on} \quad \bar{\Omega}, \\
v^2 - \partial_y w &= 0 \quad \text{on} \quad \bar{\Omega}, \\
w &= a^{1/2}g \quad \text{on} \quad \partial \Omega.
\end{align*}
\]

**Proposition 2.1.** The hermitian box-scheme for the problem (3.9) can be written in matrix form as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{1}{h^2} \left( \mathcal{H} \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes \mathcal{H} \right) W + \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0(pw)) + G_x + G_y &= Q,
\end{align*}
\]

with \( W = \text{vec}_2(w), \ Q = \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0 q) \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2} \) and \( G_x, G_y \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2} \) are the vectors corresponding to the Dirichlet boundary conditions:

\[
\begin{align*}
G_x &= \frac{1}{h^2} (G \otimes P_s)(e_1 \otimes W_L + e_{N-1} \otimes W_R) \\
&\quad + \frac{1}{6h^2} (\mathcal{H} W_B + G(e_1 W_{LB} + e_{N-1} W_{RB})) \otimes e_1 \\
&\quad + \frac{1}{6h^2} (\mathcal{H} W_T + G(e_1 W_{LT} + e_{N-1} W_{RT})) \otimes e_{N-1},
\end{align*}
\]
and
\[
G_y = \frac{1}{h^2} (P_s \otimes G)(W_B \otimes e_1 + W_T \otimes e_{N-1}) + \frac{1}{6h^2} e_1 \otimes (H W_L + G(e_1 W_{LB} + e_{N-1} W_{LT})) + \frac{1}{6h^2} e_{N-1} \otimes (H W_R + G(e_1 W_{RB} + e_{N-1} W_{RT})),
\] (2.32)

where the matrices $P_s$, $H$ and $G$ are given explicitly in (2.5) and (2.23).

**Proof.** The problem (3.9) rewrites
\[
\begin{cases}
-\Delta w = q - p w & \text{in } \Omega, \\
w = a^{1/2} g & \text{on } \partial \Omega.
\end{cases}
\] (2.33)

Now, we consider the problem (2.33) as a Poisson problem with second member $q - p w$. Therefore, using (2.20), the matrix form of (2.33) is found to be
\[
\frac{1}{h^2} (H \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes H) W = \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0(q - p w)) - G_x - G_y.
\] (2.34)

Obviously
\[
\text{vec}_2(\Pi^0(q - p w)) = \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0 q) - \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0(p w)).
\] (2.35)

Let $Q = \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0 q)$, (2.34) becomes
\[
\frac{1}{h^2} (H \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes H) W = Q - \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0(p w)) - G_x - G_y,
\] (2.36)

where (2.30).

**Corollary 2.1.** The derivatives vectors $W_x, W_y \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2}$ of the problem (3.9) verify
\[
\begin{cases}
W_x = \frac{1}{h}(D \otimes I) W + \frac{1}{h}(E \otimes I)(e_1 \otimes W_L + e_{N-1} \otimes W_R), \\
W_y = \frac{1}{h}(I \otimes D) W + \frac{1}{h}(I \otimes E)(W_B \otimes e_1 + W_T \otimes e_{N-1}),
\end{cases}
\] (2.37)

where $D$ and $E$ are the matrices given in (2.23).

**Proof.** By interchanging the roles of $u$ and $w$, we remark that the second and the third equations of the mixed form (2.29) are exactly the same as the second and the third equations of (2.12). Therefore, we deduce from (2.26) the matrix form (2.37) of the derivatives $W_x$ and $W_y$. 

\[\blacksquare\]
Corollary 2.2. Let $K$ be a constant. By approximating the vector $\text{vec}_2(\Pi^0 w_{i,j})$ as in (2.25), the hermitian box-scheme of the problem
\begin{equation}
\begin{cases}
(-\Delta + K)w = q & \text{in } \Omega, \\
w = 0 & \text{on } \partial\Omega,
\end{cases}
\tag{2.38}
\end{equation}
has the following matrix form
\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{h^2} (H \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes H) + K (P_s \otimes P_s) W = \Delta^h_{i,j} W = Q, \tag{2.39}
\end{equation}
with $W = \text{vec}_2(w)$, $Q = \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0 q) \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2}$.

Proof. Let $p(x,y) = K$ in (3.10). We deduce from the Proposition 2.1 that the problem (2.38) has the matrix form
\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{h^2} (H \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes H) W + \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0 (K w)) + G_x + G_y = Q. \tag{2.40}
\end{equation}
The homogeneous boundary conditions (2.38) leads to
\begin{equation}
G_x = G_y = 0. \tag{2.41}
\end{equation}
The same approximation as (2.25) gives
\begin{equation}
\Pi^0 w_{i,j} \approx \frac{1}{36} w_{i-1,j-1} + \frac{2}{18} w_{i-1,j} + \frac{1}{36} w_{i-1,j+1} + \frac{2}{18} w_{i,j-1} + \frac{4}{9} w_{i,j} + \frac{2}{18} w_{i,j+1} + \frac{1}{36} w_{i+1,j-1} + \frac{2}{18} w_{i+1,j} + \frac{1}{36} w_{i+1,j+1}.
\end{equation}
Using the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions (2.38) we get $w_{i,j} = 0$ for $i,j \in \{0,N\}$ and we can easily verify that
\begin{equation}
\Pi^0 w_{i,j} \approx ((P_s \otimes P_s) W)_{i,j}. \tag{2.42}
\end{equation}
Let $W = \text{vec}_2(w)$ then
\begin{equation}
\text{vec}_2(\Pi^0 w) \approx (P_s \otimes P_s) W. \tag{2.43}
\end{equation}
Finally by using (2.43) in (2.40), we conclude (2.39).
3 The basis of Concus-Golub’s algorithm

In its simplest form, the iterative procedure solves on a uniform square mesh the problem

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{L}u &= f \quad \text{on } \Omega, \\
u &= g \quad \text{on } \partial \Omega.
\end{align*}
\] (3.1)

In (3.1), \(\Omega = (a,b)^2\) is a square and \(\mathcal{L}\) represents the elliptic operator

\[
L u(x,y) = -\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( a(x,y) \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} (x,y) \right) - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( a(x,y) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} (x,y) \right).
\] (3.2)

We suppose that \(a(x,y)\) is strictly positive on \(\Omega\) and its boundary

\[0 < a_{\min} \leq a(x,y) \leq a_{\max}.\] (3.3)

There is also \(L_0 = -\Delta\),

\[
L_0 u = -\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} - \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y^2}.
\] (3.4)

We assume \(a(x,y), f(x,y)\) and \(g(x,y)\) to be such that the solution is sufficiently well-behaved near the corner of \(\Omega\). The positivity of \(a(x,y)\) implies that \(\mathcal{L}\) is positive definite.

We perform the following change of variable given by Concus and Golub [27],

\[
w(x,y) = [a(x,y)]^{1/2} u(x,y).
\] (3.5)

We assume \(a^{1/2}\) is twice differentiable. In this case, the first equation of (3.1) becomes

\[
a^{-1/2} \mathcal{L} \equiv -\Delta w + pw = q,
\] (3.6)

with

\[
\begin{align*}
p &= a^{-1/2} \Delta (a^{1/2}), \\
q &= a^{-1/2} f.
\end{align*}
\] (3.7)

The boundary conditions for \(w(x,y)\) are

\[
w = a^{1/2} g \quad \text{on } \partial \Omega.
\] (3.8)

Therefore, the problem (3.1) is equivalent to

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{M} w &= q \quad \text{on } \Omega, \\
w &= a^{1/2} g \quad \text{on } \partial \Omega,
\end{align*}
\] (3.9)
with

\[ \mathcal{M} = -\Delta + p. \]  

(3.10)

We propose an iterative method for the numerical resolution of problem (3.1) using the hermitian box-scheme (2.30). The problem (3.1) should be dimensionless form. The method due to Concus and Golub [27]. Among others, it uses the following relaxation principle. Suppose the original nonseparable problem is

\[ Lu = f. \]  

(3.11)

After change of variables, (3.11) rewrites

\[ Mw = q. \]  

(3.12)

In order to solve (3.12), we consider an iterative procedure for the elliptic equations of type (3.1) on a square. The method is based on the modified form of the iterative method (relaxation)

\[ -\Delta u^{n+1} = -\Delta u^n - \tau (Lu^n - f), \]  

(3.13)

where \( Lu = f \) is the original problem to solve and \( \tau \) is a parameter \( > 0 \). The difficulty is that (3.13) can have a slow convergence in case as the spectral radius is close to 1 [27]. The main idea introduced by Concus and Golub consists to use a “shift” in (3.13). Consider the problem (3.9) (problem obtained after “scaling”). The iterative scheme used in this paper has the form

\[ (-\Delta + \mathcal{K})w^{n+1} = (-\Delta + \mathcal{K})w^n - \tau (Mw^n - q), \]  

(3.14)

where \( \mathcal{K} \) is a constant, \( \tau \) is a parameter \( > 0 \) and \( \Delta \) is the Laplace operator. The resolution of (3.14) is performed using a fast Poisson solver for \(-\Delta + \mathcal{K}\). It is shown in [27] that if the classical second order five points Laplacian is used as the basic solver of \(-\Delta + \mathcal{K}\) and if the constant \( \mathcal{K} \) is given by

\[ \mathcal{K} = \frac{1}{2} (\min p + \max q), \]  

(3.15)

where \( \min p \) and \( \max q \) denote the minima and the maxima of \( p(x,y) \) on the closed domain \( \bar{\Omega} \), then the optimal choice of \( \tau \) yielding the smallest spectral radius of the iteration matrix is

\[ \tau = 1. \]  

(3.16)

We present the resolution of problem (3.9) by the hermitian box-scheme (2.30) using the iterative method (3.14). The fast Poisson solver is exactly the Algorithm 4.2 in [23]. In this work we focus on the iterative procedure of the scheme, we intend to study, in a
second paper, the conditions yielding to the smallest spectral radius. The discrete operators corresponding to the continuous operator \( M \) and \( -\Delta + K \) are \( M_{p,h}^H \) in (2.30) and \( \Delta_{K,h}^H \) in (2.39) respectively. It follows from the Proposition 2.1 that the discrete form of the operator \( Mw - q \) is

\[
M_{p,h}^H W + G_x + G_y - Q, \tag{3.17}
\]

where \( Q = \text{vec}_2(\Pi^0 q) \). Notice that the presence of the operator \( -\Delta + K \) on both sides of (3.14) has the effect of cancelling the vectors of boundary conditions in discrete form. That is why we imposed homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions in (2.38). Furthermore, the discrete form of (3.14) is

\[
\Delta_{K,h}^H W_{n+1} = \Delta_{K,h}^H W_n - \tau (M_{p,h}^H W_n + G_x + G_y - Q). \tag{3.18}
\]

Finally, (3.18) is an iterative method for the resolution of the elliptic problem (3.9).

4 Numerical results

In this section, we give some numerical results for the nonseparable problem (3.9) using the iterative method (3.18). First, we choose \( \tau = 1, K = 0 \) and an initial vector \( W_0^0 \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2} \).

Second, we perform the iteration: For \( n = 1, 2, \ldots, \text{iter} \),

\[
W^{n+1} = W^n - (\Delta_{K,h}^H)^{-1} (M_{p,h}^H W^n + G_x + G_y - Q), \tag{4.1}
\]

where \( \text{iter} \) is some fixed number of iterations. The code is performed in Matlab. The CPU time is computed by the function \( \text{tic} \) and \( \text{toc} \). The domain \( \Omega \) is the normalized square \((0,1)^2\). In the numerical tables \( u_{ex} \) is the exact solution and \( u \) is the computed solution. The boundary conditions are deduced by the exact solution. The average operator \( \Pi^0 \) defined in (2.24) is approximated by the (tensorial) Simpson formula in (2.25), which is fourth order. The errors are computed using the following \( L^2 \) and uniform norms

\[
\begin{align*}
\| u_{ex} - u \|_h = & \left( \frac{h^2}{N-1} \sum_{i,j=1}^{N-1} (u_{ex}(x_i,y_j) - u_{i,j})^2 \right)^{1/2}, \\
\| u_{ex} - u \|_\infty = & \max_{i,j=1,\ldots,N-1} |u_{ex}(x_i,y_j) - u_{i,j}|.
\end{align*}
\]

The rate of convergence is calculated by

\[
\text{Convergence rate} = \log_2 (e_N / e_N),
\]

where \( e_N \) is the error obtained on a mesh of size \( N \times N \). The stopping criteria used in all the following numerical tests is \( \| U_{i+1} - U_i \|_2 \leq \text{tol} \) where \( \text{tol} = 10^{-6} \) and \( U_i, U_{i+1} \) are the computed solutions at the iterations \( i \) and \( i+1 \) respectively. Furthermore, The derivative vectors \( W_x, W_y \in \mathbb{R}^{(N-1)^2} \) are computed by (2.37).
Table 1: Radius of convergence of the matrix of iteration if $p(x,y) = a, \forall (x,y) \in \Omega.$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>$1/2$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radius of convergence</td>
<td>$4.458 \times 10^{-15}$</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>0.0507</td>
<td>0.1013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In [22], many problems with discontinuous coefficients are tested using another quadrature formula near the point of discontinuity. In [27], the change of variable (3.5) is used at discrete level. Notice that the discrete transform used in [27] is based on the explicit form of the standard five-points Laplacian scheme and it is not possible with the proposed HB-scheme. In this section, we consider only cases where $a(x,y)$ is smooth.

In order to see the behavior of the convergence of the algorithm we start by giving the table of radius convergence of the matrix of iteration

$$ I - \left( \Delta_{K,h}^H \right)^{-1} (M^H_{p,h}). $$

Suppose that $p(x,y)$ is constant i.e., $p(x,y) = a, \forall (x,y) \in \Omega$ then $M^H_{p,h}$ given in (2.30) becomes

$$ M^H_{p,h} = \frac{1}{h^2} (H_2 \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes H_2) + a (P_s \otimes P_s), \quad (4.3) $$

and the matrix of iteration becomes

$$ I - \left( \frac{1}{h^2} (H_2 \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes H_2)^{-1} \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{1}{h^2} (H_2 \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes H_2) + a (P_s \otimes P_s) \right). $$

In order to have an idea on the convergence of the algorithm, We give in Table 1 the spectral radius of the matrix of iteration for different values of the constant $a$. We remark that the spectral radius of this matrix is related to the values of $a$.

**Test 4.1.** In this test, we consider the exact solution $u_{ex}(x,y) = x + y$ and $a(x,y) = (1 + x + y)^2$. We observe in Table 2 a convergence to the exact solution in only one iteration. In fact, this is due to the following. We have $p(x,y) = 0$, then the matrix of iteration is reduced to

$$ I - \left( \frac{1}{h^2} (H_2 \otimes P_s + P_s \otimes H_2) \right)^{-1} \left( \frac{1}{h^2} (H_2 \otimes P_s) + (P_s \otimes H_2) \right). \quad (4.4) $$

The radius of convergence of this matrix is equal to zero. This led to the convergence in one iteration as (4.1) becomes

$$ W^{n+1} = (\Delta_{K,h}^H)^{-1} (G_x + G_y - Q), \quad (4.5) $$

which is a direct resolution of the Poisson problem (2.28) with $p(x,y) = 0$. 

Table 2: Error and convergence rate corresponding to Test 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N_x \times N_y)</th>
<th>(|u_{ex} - u|_h)</th>
<th>(|u_{ex,x} - u_x|_h)</th>
<th>(|u_{ex} - u|_{\infty})</th>
<th>(|u_{ex,x} - u_x|_{\infty})</th>
<th>time(s.)</th>
<th>iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 × 8</td>
<td>1.443(-14)</td>
<td>6.919(-14)</td>
<td>1.302(-13)</td>
<td>4.425(-13)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 × 16</td>
<td>4.666(-15)</td>
<td>1.554(-15)</td>
<td>8.190(-14)</td>
<td>4.147(-14)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 × 32</td>
<td>-1.95</td>
<td>-8.22</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-6.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 × 64</td>
<td>1.730(-14)</td>
<td>4.675(-13)</td>
<td>9.914(-14)</td>
<td>4.267(-12)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 × 128</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Error and convergence rate corresponding to Test 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N_x \times N_y)</th>
<th>(|u_{ex} - u|_h)</th>
<th>(|u_{ex,x} - u_x|_h)</th>
<th>(|u_{ex} - u|_{\infty})</th>
<th>(|u_{ex,x} - u_x|_{\infty})</th>
<th>time(s.)</th>
<th>iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 × 8</td>
<td>1.055(-12)</td>
<td>2.943(-12)</td>
<td>2.163(-12)</td>
<td>6.003(-12)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 × 16</td>
<td>2.664(-13)</td>
<td>7.940(-13)</td>
<td>5.478(-13)</td>
<td>1.624(-12)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 × 32</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 × 64</td>
<td>3.703(-13)</td>
<td>1.164(-12)</td>
<td>7.789(-13)</td>
<td>2.872(-12)</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 × 128</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Error and convergence rate corresponding to Remark 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N_x \times N_y)</th>
<th>(|u_{ex} - u|_h)</th>
<th>(|u_{ex,x} - u_x|_h)</th>
<th>(|u_{ex} - u|_{\infty})</th>
<th>(|u_{ex,x} - u_x|_{\infty})</th>
<th>time(s.)</th>
<th>iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 × 8</td>
<td>1.484(-7)</td>
<td>3.843(-6)</td>
<td>2.302(-6)</td>
<td>2.191(-5)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 × 16</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 × 32</td>
<td>3.083(-8)</td>
<td>3.851(-7)</td>
<td>1.653(-7)</td>
<td>3.370(-6)</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 × 64</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 × 128</td>
<td>1.399(-9)</td>
<td>3.662(-8)</td>
<td>1.113(-8)</td>
<td>4.901(-7)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 × 256</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Test 4.2.** The exact solution is

\[
u_{ex}(x,y) = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \left( x - \frac{1}{2} \right)^2 + \left( y - \frac{1}{2} \right)^2 \right]
\]

with

\[
a(x,y) = \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{2} \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} (x + y) \right) \right]^2.
\]

The numerical results given in Table 3 show a convergence to the exact solution in 13 iterations. The computer accuracy is reached in this test.

**Test 4.3.** We suppose \(u_{ex}(x,y) = x^2 + y^2\) and \(a(x,y) = \delta + x + y\). We use two different values of \(\delta\). We observe in Table 4 for \(\delta = 1\) an error equal to 4.616(−11) for \(N = 256\) comparing to 5.608(−8) for \(\delta = 0.1\). This lack of accuracy is due to the oscillation of the exact solution and its derivatives which are monitored by the parameter \(\delta\).
Remark 4.1. We suppose $\delta = 1$. The numerical results are given in Table 4. The convergence rate is 4 for the solution and it converges to 3 for the gradient in the uniform norm (4.2).

Remark 4.2. We suppose $\delta = 0.1$. For this value of $\delta$, the solution and the derivatives are more oscillating. The uniform errors vs. the number of iterations for the solution and its derivative are given in Fig. 2. The errors are less accurate than those obtained for $\delta = 1$.

However, in Remarks 4.1 and 4.2, a very good accuracy is attained on the final grid $256 \times 256$ for both the exact solution and its gradient.

Test 4.4. Oscillating diffusion coefficient.
In this example, we consider a diffusion coefficient in the form

$$a(x,y) = (4 + \sin(4\pi x)\sin(4\pi y))^2,$$

with the exact solution $u_{ex}(x,y) = \sin(2\pi x)\sin(2\pi y)$. 

![Figure 2: Uniform errors vs. Number of iterations of Remark 4.2 for the solution (a) and its derivative (b).](image1)

![Figure 3: Uniform errors vs. Number of iterations of Test 4.4 for the solution (a) and its derivative (b).](image2)
This case is more difficult because $a(x,y)$ and its derivatives are oscilliant. We observe in Fig. 3 the uniform errors vs. the number of iterations for the solution and its derivative. We refer to [28] for more comments on the difficulty of this case. The results obtained in [28] are more accurate. However, here the derivatives are computed, which is not the case in [28].

**Test 4.5. Functions of class $C^2$ and $C^3$.**

The Simpson formula (2.6) requires functions of class $C^4$ to provide good approximations. We have observed numerically that the proposed scheme fails to converges for many tests where the solution is of class $C^2$. In this test, we consider the following exact solution which is of class $C^3$ on $[0,1]^2$,

$$u_{ex}(x,y) = (x+y - 1)^a,$$

where $a = 18/5$ and $a(x,y) = 1 + x + y$. We observe in Table 5 the good level errors of the scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N_x \times N_y$</th>
<th>$|u_{ex} - u|_h$</th>
<th>$|u_{x,ex} - u_x|_h$</th>
<th>$|u_{ex} - u|_\infty$</th>
<th>$|u_{x,ex} - u_x|_\infty$</th>
<th>time(s.)</th>
<th>iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$32 \times 32$</td>
<td>9.737(-7)</td>
<td>2.000(-6)</td>
<td>5.573(-6)</td>
<td>2.951(-5)</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence rate</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>3.347</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$64 \times 64$</td>
<td>6.023(-8)</td>
<td>1.349(-7)</td>
<td>4.911(-7)</td>
<td>3.603(-6)</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence rate</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$128 \times 128$</td>
<td>3.744(-9)</td>
<td>9.352(-9)</td>
<td>4.368(-8)</td>
<td>4.469(-7)</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence rate</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$256 \times 256$</td>
<td>2.333(-10)</td>
<td>6.587(-10)</td>
<td>3.870(-9)</td>
<td>5.574(-8)</td>
<td>24.76</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5  Conclusions

This paper introduces a methodology to design compact finite difference schemes in cartesian geometries. It also introduces an iterative method with a new scheme to solve strongly elliptic problems in divergence form. The scheme does not use any kind of staggered grid. All the unknowns are located at points $(x_i,y_j)$, [23, 29]. The iterative method is based on the repeated solution by a fast direct method of a discrete Poisson equation on a rectangular mesh. The numerical results show the effectiveness of the scheme and the iterative technique as well. The computational cost is $k(\mathcal{O}(N^2\log_2(N)))$ where $k$ is the number of iterations and $N$ is the number of collocation points.

The work is going on in several directions, including the theoretical study of the spectral radius of the matrix of iteration. In addition, a strategy to generalize this scheme to irregular geometries using embedded grids. As in previous work [30], our approach will use finite-volume discretizations which embeds the domain in a regular cartesian grid and treat the solution as cell centered on a rectangular grid even when the cell centers are outside the domain. In order to conserve the fourth order accuracy of the scheme, we will use fourth order accurate fluxes on each cell that contains a portion of the boundary.
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